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WILL THE MOBILE DEVICE REVOLUTION  

DRIVE THE GLOBALIZATION OF PAYMENTS?

The form factor—the physical device that initiates an electronic payment—is changing 

significantly for the first time in 30 years. That change, from magnetic stripe and 

embedded chip to a mobile device, will precipitate global change in payments that has 

implications for consumers, banks, networks, and infrastructure providers. 

The last time the form factor changed in such fundamental ways was at the end of the 

1970s, when electronic clearing and settlement replaced three paper receipts—the first 

and critical step in the creation of a truly global payments business.

APPROXIMATELY FIFTY-THREE PERCENT OF POINT OF SALE LOCATIONS IN THE 
UNITED STATES WILL BE NEAR-FIELD-COMMUNICATION READY IN 2015.153%

In some markets, notably in Europe, the stripe itself gave way to an embedded chip 

encoded with the EMV security protocol. But the familiar plastic card looked the same, 

whether one paid in New York, Paris, Kuala Lumpur, or Buenos Aires.  

That surface similarity—the familiar plastic card, about the size of a business card, with 

the issuer’s name and logo and the MasterCard “bug” on the front—meant that a card 

might be a credit card, signature debit card, PIN-based debit card, or, increasingly, a 

prepaid card.

These product configurations are not likely to change. They will continue to provide 

access to prepaid, demand deposit, and current accounts or provide access to a line 

of credit. But, the replacement of the plastic cards resident in the consumer’s physical 

wallet by virtual payment media residing in a digital “wallet” portends more than a 

“cooler” way to pay.
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Under the pressure of the crisis, 

cardholders have learned for 

themselves that credit cards and 

debit cards taken together present 

them with the tools they need to 

regulate their household spending 

with an eye to budget, resources, 

savings, and, yes, a desire for a 

certain level of spending. 

SATISFYING CONSUMERS’ HUNGER FOR  
FINANCIAL CONTROL

NerdWallet CEO Tim Chen was probably closest to the truth when he wrote 

recently in the HuffingtonPost2 that “there will be apps to tell you if you’re 

running low on funds or if you could get more rewards if you wait a month to 

make your purchase, and file your receipts electronically…Such feedback could 

impose more self-discipline on spenders. Right now, swiping a card doesn’t 

evoke the same feeling as handing over hard-won, tangible cash. But if we 

could see our bank accounts diminish as we make a purchase, or watch our 

debt grow, we might regain the visceral feeling of spending what we earn.”

Chen is broadly correct, but there’s a lot more going on here than “visceral 

feeling.” MasterCard Global Insights’ work over the past two years—the period 

when the crisis, while seeming in remission from the point of view of symptoms, 

dragged on from the point of view of etiology—reveals a fundamental change in 

at least U.S. consumer attitudes and behaviors (see Figure 1).3

FIGURE 1: PAYMENT METHODS ARE VIEWED VERY DIFFERENTLY BY DIFFERENT 
CONSUMER SEGMENTS IN THE UNITED STATES

Preferred Mode of Payment by Segment

Credit Worthy Segment 
Those who always or sometimes 
transact and do not have difficulty 
paying their credit card bills.

Credit on the Edge Segment
Those who always pay less than their 
total balances and have difficulty 
paying their credit card bills.

Change
vs. 2008

Change
vs. 2008

59%
Prefer

credit cards
+7 pp 26% 0 pp

28% -2 pp
Prefer

debit cards
+5 pp54%

-5 pp13%
Prefer

cash/checks
-4 pp21%

Sources: Target Research Group, Financial Crisis Study, December 2008 and February 2011.

Under the pressure of the crisis, cardholders have learned for themselves that 

credit cards and debit cards taken together present them with the tools they 

need to regulate their household spending with an eye to budget, resources, 

savings, and, yes, a desire for a certain level of spending. The mobile device as 

form factor facilitates this shift to thrift, offering real-time, visually compelling 

and, most important, actionable information regarding the consequences, near- 

and long-term, of a given purchase—or purchasing taken in the aggregate.

Mobile plays its role in a developed—albeit currently struggling—economy like 

the United States. The infrastructure challenges there are by no means trivial. 

Nonetheless, Aite Group estimates that 53 percent of point of sale devices in 

the United States will be able to accommodate near field communications (NFC) 

payments by 2015.4  Yet NFC is only part of the story.
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The key to unleashing the 

power of the Chinese consumer 

is urbanization. Beijing’s 12th 

Five-Year Plan shows that the 

government is fully aware of  

this and willing to speed the pace 

of urbanization. 

LEAPFROGGING OVER PLASTIC IN  
DEVELOPING ECONOMIES

Mobile has the ability to ride the momentum in developing markets globally 

as well. A compelling example is China, where, as Yuwa Hedrick-Wong 

demonstrated in a recent Knowledge Leadership paper for MasterCard,5 an 

emphasis on corporate profits has led to serious imbalance in the Chinese 

economy. That giant engine of growth is actually hobbled to a certain extent by a 

lack of access to credit at the point of sale on the part of the Chinese consumer.

FIGURE 2: CHINA’S URBAN FUTURE

Urban Population as a Percentage of Total

Source: MasterCard Asia/Pacific.

According to Hedrick-Wong, the key to unleashing the power of the Chinese 

consumer is urbanization (see Figure 2). Beijing’s 12th Five-Year Plan shows  

that the government is fully aware of this and willing to speed the pace of 

urbanization. If, as Hedrick-Wong says, the Chinese government can get 

urbanization right, it could go a long way toward unleashing the power of  

the Chinese consumer and realigning the Chinese economy from a net exporter 

to a more balanced mix of imports and exports.

Here too, mobile, rather than plastic as a form factor, could provide the link to the 

banking system that the Chinese consumer needs in order to continue to spend 

on staples (debit card) and begin to spend on consumer goods (credit card).

Some will argue that many Chinese have never used a telephone and that 

while the “leapfrog effect” is interesting in concept, the leap is too far for any 

developing economy to take.

The answer to this objection is simply to point to Kenya, where M-Pesa6—a 

mobile money system that more or less grew from the ground up—achieved 

success by enabling Kenyan consumers to buy, sell, and move money in a way 

that obviates lack of access to, and trust in, the existing banking system.

1990 
260 Million

2005 
580 Million

2020 
900 Million

URBAN POPULATION

100 Million from Organic 
Growth in Urban Areas

100%

75%

50%

25%

0%

220 Million from  
Rural-Urban Migration

26%

48%

70%
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ADDRESSING DIFFERENT NEEDS IN DIFFERENT MARKETS

It is important to realize that there is more than one flavor of mobile payments. 

In a developed economy, it might take the form of NFC residing on the secure 

element of a smart phone, replacing the plastic card as form factor. Non-NFC 

payments can work here as well. But in a developing economy, the lack of 

infrastructure, whether technological or financial, could point to a mobile money 

solution like M-Pesa, where the phone doesn’t replace but leapfrogs over the 

plastic payment card. Mobile telecom companies like Airtel Africa have partnered 

with Standard Chartered Bank and MasterCard to offer virtual credit cards. Airtel 

customers shopping online can request a single use 16-digit card number to 

enable eCommerce transactions without a traditional credit card. And remote 

payments—access to the World Wide Web through either a smart phone or tablet 

computer—complete the current inventory of mobile payment options.

This convergence of technology, consumer demands, and global economic forces 

is what is likely to continue to make mobile payments the centerpiece of the 

most important change in form factor since electronic clearing and settlement. 

Dynamic, ubiquitous, and secure, mobile is the “card” of the future.
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